Welcome to Week 2 Term 4!

We have had a great first week! We have started looking at Dream time Stories, revised the habits and Synergised to construct a 7 Habits Tree. It has certainly gone by quickly especially with Swimming all week.

Grade 4s working together to create a class habits tree!
7 HABITS AT HOME

Pick a chore or task that you have not been asked to do. Do it before you are asked. See if someone noticed. Talk with your family about your choice or the task you chose to do.

PUT FIRST THINGS FIRST:

Work First, Then Play

This week in Grade 4

Literacy This week students will read in order to find facts and details and strategies to recall them after reading. In Writing, we will continue to look at Dreamtime stories, and students will plan, draft, revise and edit their own story.

Mathematics This week will see students continue to discover money, rounding and counting up and down using number lines and using vertical addition and subtraction.

Inquiry This week students will learn about Indigenous culture and their origin and history prior to the European explorers.

Other reminders/notices

Congratulations to our Stars of the Week!

4A—Trevor M
For being Proactive all week with his time and for offering to carry other peoples bags for swimming. What a thoughtful superstar you are!

4M—Lucy F
For being helpful and caring and for returning to Term 4 with a positive and eager to learn attitude. Keep it up!

4G—Patrick
For being such a caring friend and brother and settling so well into the new term.

Science Fact from Ms Ziogos

Did you know that although we normally think of computers as the ones we use in our everyday lives to surf the web, write documents etc, small computers are also embedded into other things such as mobile phones, toys, microwaves and MP3 players. We use computers all the time, often without even knowing it!

Sun Smart

A reminder to bring hats to school this term. Thank you!

Wishing you a wonderful week ahead,

Jo Moriani 4M, Arran Armitage 4A, & Sophie Glover 4G